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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to show that certain “natural” subgroups of the 
automorphism group ~2 of a finitely generated free group F have finite 
presentations. It follows from our results, as a special case, that the algebraic 
mapping class groups JV(n,g), as defined in [4, pp. 175-1761, have finite 
presentations for n > 0, and that given n and g a presentation of &‘(n, g) 
can, in principle, be computed. This application takes on added significance 
in view of the proof, by Harvey and Maclachlan [2], of the equality of the 
algebraic and topological mapping class groups. Our results do not apply 
as they stand to the groups M(0, g); however, it is known that, once a 
presentation of M(1, g) is found, a presentation of M(0, g) can also be 
obtained, by using the results of [l].’ 
Let F be free on x1 ,..., x, and let L be the set of letters of F, that is the 
set consisting of x1 ,..., x, and their inverses %r ,..., Zn . A cyclic word in F 
is a cyclically ordered set of letters with no pair of inverses adjacent. Our 
main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let U = (ul ,..., u,), m > 0, be an m-tuple of cyclic words 
in F. Then the stabilizer AX& of U in JP’ is finitely presented. 
Here, if u is a cyclic word and 8 E &, then u8 is the cyclic word obtained 
by applying 6’ to the ordinary word u and then cyclically reducing; 
Ue = (Q,..., Q3) and 
du ={8;8E&and U8 = U]. 
* Research supported by a grant from the National Research Council of Canada. 
1 This was pointed out to me by Joan Birman (in a letter). 
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The theorem will be proved by constructing a finite, connected 2-complex K 
whose fundamental group nr(K) is isomorphic to LZ&. The result remains 
true if we deal with tuples of ordinary words rather than cyclic words, and 
the method of proof is basically the same. 
We can regard the symmetric group S, as acting on m-tuples U of cyclic 
words in the obvious way; thus if o E S,, then aU is the m-tuple with ur in 
the a(l)th position, ua in the a(2)th position, etc. In addition, we define the 
“inverting” operations 7i ,..., T,,, acting on m-tuples by 
?(Ul ,...> ui )..., u,) = (ul ,...) up )...) z&J. 
The symmetric group S,,, and the ~~‘.s together generate a finite group Q, 
of permutations of the set of all m-tuples of cyclic words, of order m! 2”” 
and known as the extended symmetric group (see, e.g., [4]). 
For ci an m-tuple of cyclic words and G a subgroup of Q,, we define the 
group c$G,u by 
where GU is the set of images of U under the action of elements of G. It 
follows immediately from the definition of L$~,~~ that L& is a normal subgroup 
of &>lJ of finite index k, where k =: ( GU n Ud j. Hence 
COROLLAKY 1. The group J&~,~ is finitely presented. 
In particular, each algebraic mapping class group M(n,g) with n 3 1 
can be obtained from a suitable ~2 o,,, by factoring out the subgroup I(F) of 
inner automorphisms of F, so that, as claimed above, the groups M(n, g) 
are finitely presented for n 3 1. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The proof of Theorem 1 uses the fact, due to J. H. C. Whitehead, that A! 
has a finite generating set YY with certain special properties. The set ‘XY, 
which is known as the set of Whitehead automorphisms, can be written 
as YY =-= Tl u Tz. Here Tl consists of the automorphisms of F that effect 
a permutation of the set of letters. The elements of Tl constitute a finite 
subgroup of .&’ which is (isomorphic to) 9, . Each element of T, is deter- 
mined uniquely by a symbol (A; a), where A CL, a E A, and Z$ A. Here 
a(A; u) = a, and if x is a letter other than a, 5 then 
i 
&a if z,XEA, 
x(A;a)= xa 
i 
if XEA, Z$A, 
x if x,a$A. 
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For u a cyclic word we denote the length of u by 1 u I, and if U = (ui ,..., urn) 
is an m-tuple of cyclic words then ] U 1 = ~~~, j ui 1. We say that U is 
minimal if \ U / < / UB ( for every tJ E SZ. 
We shall need a weak version of Lemma 1 of [5] in order to prove Theo- 
rem 1 (later, in order to improve the presentation yielded by the theorem, 
we shall need a stronger form of this lemma). 
LEMMA 1. Let U = WP, V = WT, where U, V, W are m-tuples of 
cvclicwords,P,TE~~,IUj~I WI, IV]</ W/andeitherjUI<j WI 
OY / V / < 1 W 1. Then there exist P1 ,..., P, E %/ (r < 4) such that 
p-lT=p 1 .*. P, and j UP, ...Pi/<l WIforO<i<r. 
The case m = 1 of this result is given by Lemma 1 of [5]. The proof of 
that lemma makes use of the proof of the lemma of [3]. As Higgins and 
Lyndon note in [3], the proof of their lemma holds unchanged for m-tuples 
of cyclic words, and the same is true for Lemma 1 of [5]. 
An immediate, but important, consequence of Lemma 1 is 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let V aud VP be minimal m-tuples of cyclic words, 
where PE &. Then there exist P1 ,..., Pt E -ty- such that P = P1 ... P, and 
VP1 ..’ Pi is minimal, 1 < i < t. 
We define Q to be the set of all words R on YP”, of length at most six, such 
that R = 1 in d. 
We denote by Z the tuple of cyclic words 
2 = (x1 ,..., x, , x1 ,..., x, , x1x2 ,..., xixj ,..., xnplx, (i < j)). 
We have 
LEMMA 2. Z is a minimal tuple, and if / ZP I = j Z 1 for P E ?Y, then 
either P E I(F) or P E T1 . 
Proof. Let P E ?Y be such that 1 ZP ( = ( Z j and P 6 T1, Then 
P = (A; a) say, where, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
a = x1 . Now if j(x,xj)P I < I xixj 1 f  or some i, j with i < j, then we must 
have i = 1 and xiP = &xj ; but then the double occurrence of xj in Z 
forces P to increase / Z 1. Hence we cannot have xiP = glxj for any j > 1. 
Also, we cannot have xjP = xjxl for any j > 1. Thus, for each j > 1, either 
xjP = xi or xjP = ?rxjxl . Now if n = 2 this implies that P E I(F), so we 
may assume that n > 2. If  P 6 I(F) then we may assume that there exist i, j 
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with 2 < i <j such that x,P = xi and xjP = xlxjxl ; but then (xixl)P := 
x&3cjx1 , and P does not decrease the length of any term in Z, so that P 
increases the length of Z. This proves the lemma. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let J’ be such that V is minimal and VP -.-- U. I f  112 = 0 then we interpret 
~2; as the stabilizer of the identity element of F, and so we may assume that 
m > 0. Let V be such that J’ is minimal for some P E &‘. Then it is easy to 
see that dV = P-l&P, so we may assume that U is minimal. 
We shall construct a finite, connected 2-complex K whose edge-path 
group vi(K) is isomorphic to S& . The vertex set K” of K is the set of all 
minimal m-tuples c/ of cyclic words such that J’ =: UP for some P E .d. 
It is clear that KO is finite. 
Now let F(%/) be the free group on the set Yfl, and 01 the natural homo- 
morphism from F(Yfl) to ~2. Then 01 induces an action of F(w) on F, and 
so on tuples of cyclic words. We shall write VP rather than V(Pm) for the 
image of the tuple J’ of cyclic words under the automorphism PCX of F. 
Corresponding to each triple (V, , V2 , P) such that Vr , VS E K” Pi1 E %’ 
and VIP = Vz, we introduce a directed edge e = e( J7, , Va , i) leading 
from V, to V2 , with orz$z Vi and end V, ; the opposite edge e-i to e is the 
edge (J/, , V, , P-l), and e and e-r together determine a single undirected 
edge or l-cell connecting V, and V, . This specifies the l-skeleton K1 of K. 
It follows immediately from Corollary 1.1 that K1 is connected. 
We now define a “labeling” function 4 from the directed edges of k’i 
intoF(V) in the obvious way: if e = e( J’, , Vz , P) then e$ z= P. The function 
+ extends uniquely to a morphism d, from the groupoid of edge-paths in K1 
into F(-W). Here, if (ei ,..., e,) is an edge-path in K1, i.e., e, ,..., e, are directed 
edges of K1 with end e, = origin ei~+i , i < i < r - 1, then (ei ,..., e,.)$ == 
e16, ... er+. 
Now let p = (e, ,..., e,) be a loop at some vertex V of KY, i.e., p is an 
edge-path with origin e, = end e, = V. I f  p+ EQ then we attach to Kl 
a 2-cell with boundaryp. We take K to be the 2-complex obtained by attaching 
all possible such 2-cells to K1. Clearly K is a finite complex. 
As stated earlier, we shall show that SS?‘~ is isomorphic to the edge-path 
group vx,(K, U). (We shall see, after the completion of the proof, that the 
set of 2-cells of K may be unnecessarily large). I f  p, , pa are loops at J/ in K, 
we denote the set of loops equivalent to p, by [p,], and write p, wps if 
Pz E [PII. 
It follows immediately from the construction of K that if p is a loop at U 
then U(p4) = U, and so p& E s$, . Moreover, if p, , pa are loops at U 
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and p, N pa , then it is easy to see, by using the fact that Q is a set of relators 
of .d on the generating set YP”, that pi+ = pa+. This enables us to define 
a homomorphism G from m,(K, U) into z& by setting [ p]G = p&. We shall 
show that Or is an isomorphism. 
If P E &, , then, by Corollary 1.1, P = PI **. P, , where PI ,..., P, E ?if 
and UP, ... Pi E K”, 1 < i < t. Hence there is a loop p at U with P&X =I P, 
so [p]% = P and G is an epimorphism. 
Let p = (e, ,..., e,) be a loop in K at U with label p+ = PI ‘.. P, , 
P”’ E YY, 1 < i < r, such that p+ = 1. In order to show that c is a 
monomorphism we have to show that p N 1 (where 1 is the empty path). 
We write Ui = UP, 1.. Pi, Zi = ZP, ..’ Pi and define z(p) to be the 
maximum of the j Zi 1. We shall use induction on z(p) and the number 
of terms Zi of length z(p) to prove the result. 
Suppose that z(p) has smallest possible value, z(p) = 1 Z /. Then by 
Lemma 2, we have piol E 1(F) u T, , 1 < i < r. We consider first the case 
that each Pia E Tl . As we observed earlier, Tl is a finite subgroup of &. 
Now if Pi , Pj E Tt’, so that (P,a)(Pp) = P say, P E Tl , then there is a 
2-cell in K with boundary label P,P$P-l. It is clear from this that p - 1 if 
each Pp E Tl (this amounts to the observation that if K, is the full sub- 
complex of K spanned by all UP for Pi1 E Tl , then rl(Ko , U) c du n Q, , 
and this follows from the fact that Q contains a set of defining relators for Sz, 
on the generating set Tl). We now consider the general case when 
z(p) = 1 2 /. Let T E Tl and (A; a) E T, . Then Q contains the relator 
T-1(/!; a) T(AT; aT)-l. By using the %-cells corresponding to the relators 
of this form, we obtain p wp, , where for certain Hi and Kf , 
p, = (b., k?, Al,..., k,), hi+ = Hp E Tl , 1 < i < s, &X = Kia: E T, n I(F), 
1 ~~~t.Sincep,~ol=1andT,nTT,=(1},wemusthave(H,...H,)ol=1 
and (Kl ... K,)n = 1. From the first case considered we have (h, ,..., h,) - 1, 
and so p N (K, ,..., k,). Let Kp = (L - aj ; q) say, 1 <j < t. Then 
ala2 ... a, = 1, since (Kl **. K,)ol is conjugation by a, ... a, . Now the 
relators (L - zj ; q)(L - ai ; irj) are in Q, and using the corresponding 
2-cells we see that (k, ,..., k,) N 1, and so p N 1. This completes the con- 
sideration of the case x(p) = ] Z j. 
We now suppose that z(p) > ] Z /. Let N be an integer such that iV > z(p), 
let Jo = (U, U,..., U, Z), where there are N occurrences of U in Jo, and 
put Ji = JoP, .,+ Pi, I<~<Y. Then / Jo\=1 J,I=NIUI+IZj, 
and 1 Ji 1 = N 1 U I + I Zi I. I f  i is the last index for which I Zi ] = z(p), 
then ] Ji I > I Ji+l / and / Jipl 1 < I Ji I. Hence, by Lemma 1, there is a 
relator (PiPi+l)-l B, .** Bt in Q with 1 Ji-,B, ... Bj ) < 1 Ji ) for 0 <j .< t. 
We show that p, = (e, ,..., eiMl , fi ,..., f t  , ei+l ,..., e,) is a loop in K at U, 
where fi = ( UielB, .‘. Bjpl , U,-lB, **a Bj , B,), 1 <j < t. Suppose that 
this is not the case, and put Vj = Ui-lB, *.. Bj , Zj’ = ZielB, ..* Bj , 
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1 < j < t. Then we must have 1 Ii 1 > / U / + 1 for somej > 1. However, 
since 1 J,B, .‘. Bj 1 < 1 Ji / forj 3 1, we have 
and so 
so that N < z(p). This contradicts the choice of N, and so p, is a loop in K. 
Now p wp, , .z(pi) < z(p) and if pi+ = Pr’ ... P,‘, then the number of 
terms Zi’ = ZP,’ .. Pi’ of length x(p) is less than the corresponding number 
for the loop p. This proves the theorem. 
4. REMARKS ON THEOREM 1 
(1) It is clear, from the proof of the theorem, that we can replace the 
elements of Q which involve only elements of Ttl by any set of defining 
relators for Q, on the generating set Tl . More generally, let Qr denote 
the set of relators corresponding to the sets of relations Rl to RlO listed 
in [5]. For each loop p in K? with label p+ in Qr , we attach to K1 a 2-cell 
with boundary p, and denote the resulting complex by K, . Then 
+G , U) es .@& . To see this we note that the case z(p) = / 2 / of the 
proof can be established using the 2-cells of K, arising from the relations 
Rl, R6, and R7. The 2-cells of K required in the case z(p) > I 2 / of the 
proof correspond to the relators of length at most six which arise in applica- 
tions of Lemma 1. Let us call these 2-cells the “2-cells of Lemma 1.” Then 
an examination of the deductions in the proof of Lemma 1 of [5] show that 
each “2-cell of Lemma 1” is a union of 2-cells of K, , and so n,(K, U) r 
n,(K, , U). For example, we can represent the deduction of case 3.5.1 in 
Lemma 1 of [5] by the following diagram: 
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Here each vertex represents an m-tuple of cyclic words, and if two vertices 
u’, V’ are joined by a directed line labelled by an element P of %‘-, as shown, 
.-. 
ur P v’ 
then u’P = 21’. A label Ri in the interior of a polygon means that the product 
of the labels on the boundary of the polygon is a corresponding relator in Q1 
[modulo, in some cases, replacing one or more labels (D; d)*l by 
(D - d + & djfl, i.e., by application of Rl, to ensure that the labels are 
oriented consistently]. I f  we are using this case in the context of the case 
z(p) > 1 2 1 of Theorem 1, then U, w, v, u4 , ug will be vertices of K, and 
the boundary of the diagram will be a 2-cell C in K. An examination of the 
diagram shows immediately that ur , ua , ua will then also be vertices of K, 
and so the 2-cell C is a union of 2-cells of K, . Formally, we need parts (a), 
(b), and (c) of the following result, where the term “diagram” has the same 
meaning as above, and the notation is that of [5]: 
LEMMA 1’. Let U = WP, V = WT, where U, V, W are m-tuples of 
cyclic words, P, TEYY, 1 UI < / WI, 1 VI < 1 WI andeither I U/ < I WI 
OY I V j < I WI. Then there exist PI ,..., P, E %r;, (Y < 4) such that 
(a) P-lT=P,...P,, 
(b) I UP, ***Pi] <I WIforO<i<r, 
(c) there is a diagram for the relator T-IPP, ‘.. P, such that each 
vertex U’ of the diagram satisjies j TJ’ / < 1 W 1 and the product of the labels 
on the boundary of each interior polygon is an element of the set of relators Qn’ 
corresponding to the sets of relations Rl-R6 and R8-RlO. 
(d) If x, is not used in P, T then x, is not used in PI ,..., P, and there 
is a diagram for the relator T-IPP, .** P,. such that I U’ 1 < 1 WI for each 
vertex u’, the label on each edge of the diagram is an element of wnel and the 
product of the labels on the boundary of each interior polygon is an element 
of QL . 
Parts (a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 1’ are proved, as we indicated above, by 
an examination of the deductions in the proof of Lemma 1 of [5]. Part (d) 
follows easily from the proof of part (e) of Lemma 1 of [5]. 
In [5] we used Lemma 1 to obtain a corresponding result for ordinary 
words. In much the same way, we can obtain from Lemma 1’ the following: 
LEMMA 2’. Let U, V, W be m-tuples of elements of F and P, T E $f such 
thatU==WP,V=WT,IU/,(IWI,IVI,(/WIandeitherIUI<IWI 
or I V / < 1 WI. Then there exist PI ,..., P, E Y%‘- (Y < 4) such that 
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(a) P-lT=P,...P,, 
(b) I UPI “‘Pi] <I WjfovO<i<r, 
(c) there is a diagram for the relator T-IPP, ... P, such that each 
vertex U’ of the diagram satisfies 1 U’ 1 < 1 W / and the product of the labels 
on the boundary of each interior polygon is an element of Qn’. 
(2) As mentioned earlier, Theorem 1 (and its improved form) remain 
true for U a tuple of ordinary words. The proof is basically the same as that 
of Theorem 1, except that we use the n-tuple (x1 ,..., x,J in place of Z, and 
Lemma 2 of [5] in place of Lemma 1 of [S]. For the improved form, we use 
Lemma 2’ above. 
(3) The action of SJ’ on the set F” of all cyclic words specifies a homo- 
morphism X of &’ into the group of permutations of F”, and it is easily seen 
that the kernel of X is I(F). Thus we have an action of ~?‘a = &/l(F) on FO, 
and it follows immediately from Theorem 1 that the stabilizer ~$0 of an 
m-tuple 0’ of cyclic words in do is finitely presented, since z&O = J&/I(F). 
Alternatively, this result can be proved directly, using the method of the 
proof of Theorem 1, and the construction of the complex K is slightly 
simpler:-we construct K1 as before, but using the set v” = PA, and then 
adjoin 2-cells corresponding to the sets of relations Rl-R7 of [Sj, together 
with the set of relations R8’ given by (A; a) = (A’; 3). 
(4) We note that the index k of S& in do,,, is easily found. Let V be 
a minimal tuple with VP = U for some P E &. Then the function TV defined 
by 0~ = P-l6P is an isomorphism from dG,” to do,, , and J&J = G$ . 
Hence K = I GV n V&’ 1 = j GV n K” /, where K is the complex for V. 
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